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Let C be an unbounded line-free closed convex set. The extreme points of C 
(ext C), the convex hull of ext C, and the closed convex hull of ext C (denoted C’) 
are all important sets, both in decomposition and optimization theory. Conditions 
for C’ to be bounded are proved which involve a certain subset of ext C, the end 
points of extreme rays of C which we call terminal extreme points (denoted text C). 
Specifically, we first show that C’ bounded implies text C # 0. Next, for C’ with 
interior, C’ bounded is equivalent to W (text C) bounded and C’ EW (text C) + L, 
for any line L generated by an extreme direction of C. Finally, we show that for C’ 
bounded with interior and W (text C) without interior, C’ may he represented as C 
intersected with a closed half-space. c 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a closed, line-free, unbounded convex subset of R”. The “Kleee 
Minkowski-Hirsch-Hoffman-Goldman-Tucker theorem” [ 1 ] states that C 
may be decomposed into the sum of two sets, the recession cone of C, O’C, 
and the convex hull of extreme points of C, co(ext C). Because C is closed, 
another equally valid decomposition of C is 
THEOREM 1.1. If C is a closed line-free convex set, then C = iS(ext C) + 
o+c. 
COROLLARY 1.1.1. A compact convex set is the convex hull of its extreme 
points. 
COROLLARY 1. I .2. A nonempty closed line-free convex set has a least one 
extreme point. 
The purpose of this paper is to partially answer two questions about 
C’ = W(ext C): 
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(1) What are necessary and sufficient conditions for C’ to be boun- 
ded ? 
(2) When is C’= Cn H-, where H- denotes one of the closed 
halfspaces associated with a hyperplane H of R”? 
We have succeeded in reducing these two questions to conditions on a sub- 
set of the extreme points of C, those that are the end points of extreme rays 
of C. These questions are important in optimization theory. For example, 
the maximum of a convex function over C, if it is finite, occurs at least one 
extreme point of C. Knowing that C’ is bounded, hence compact, provides 
a “nice” set containing this unidentified extreme point. 
Furthermore, in the study of stability of mathematical programming it is 
useful to be able to convert the question of convergence of a sequence of 
perturbed feasible regions C, to the original feasible region C into the 
question of convergence of compact CA to a compact C’. The reason this is 
often possible is seen in the following theorem [2, Theorem 3.31. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose A and B are nonempty line-free closed convex 
sets with identical recession cones. Assume A’ = W(ext A) and B’ = W(ext B) 
are bounded. Then h(A, B) < h(A’, B’), where h is the Hausdorff distance 
function 
h(C,D)=inf{I”>O:DGC+ilU,CGD+AU}, 
U the closed unit ball in R”. 
After setting definitions and notation in Section 2, we present answers to 
the above questions in Section 3. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
DEFINITION. Let C be a convex set in R”. A supporting half-space to C is 
a closed half-space which contains C and has a point of C in its boundary. 
A supporting hyperplane to C is a hyperplane which is the boundary of a 
supporting half-space to C. 
DEFINITION. An exposed face of a convex set C is a set of the form 
Cn H, where H is a supporting hyperplane to C. An exposed ray of C is a 
half-line exposed face of C. 
DEFINITION. The recession cone O+ C of a nonempty convex set C E R” 
is defined by either of the following: 
O+C={~ER”: y+CcC} 
=(yER”:(x+ty)EC,alltLOandxEC). 
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DEFINITION. The set ( - 0 + C) A 0 + C is called the lineality space of C, 
denoted L,. The directions of the vectors in L, are called the directions in 
which C is linear. 
DEFINITION. If L,= {0}, we say C is a line-free convex set. A convex 
cone is called a pointed cone if it is line-free. 
DEFINITION. A face of a convex C is a convex subset F of C such that 
every closed line segment in C with relative interior point in F has both end 
points in F. The zero-dimensional faces of C are the extreme points of C, 
ext C. 
DEFINITION. Let C be an unbounded line-free closed convex set in R”. A 
half-line face of C will be called an extreme ray of C. The set of extreme 
rays of C will be denoted by rext C. The direction of an extreme ray of C is 
called an extreme direction of C. The endpoint of an extreme ray of C is 
called a terminal extreme point of C. The set of all terminal extreme points 
will be denoted by text C. 
Two representation theorems we need later are now stated to conclude 
this section: 
THEOREM 2.1. If C is a closed convex cone, then C = co(rext C). 
THEOREM 2.2. If C is a line-free unbounded closed convex set, then C is 
the convex hull of its extreme rays and extreme points: 
C = co(ext C u rext C). 
3. BOUNDEDNESS AND SEPARATION THEORY 
This section contains our results. C is an unbounded line-free closed 
convex set in R”. We begin with three elementary properties of C’: 
(a) If C’ =W(ext C) is compact, then obviously ext C is bounded. 
The converse is also true (see [I, p. 611). 
(b) Regardless of compactness of C’, it is always true that ext C= 
extC’. Forifx$extC’, thenx=ly+(l-I)zforsome y,zEC’ECand 
AE (0, 1). Hence x4 ext C. Conversely, if x#ext C but XE C’, then since 
C = C’ + O+C we see that in writing x as a nontrivial convex combination 
of points in C we may use points in C’. Thus x $ ext C’. If x # ext C and 
also x$ C’, then clearly x$ext C’. 
(c) If C’ = C, then C’ cannot be compact. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If C’ is compact, then C has a terminal extreme point, 
that is text C# @. 
Proof: By [3, Corollary 18.7.11, since C is a line-free closed convex set 
with O+C# {0}, O+C has an exposed ray D= {Ad:;120}. Let aER” be 
chosen so that Ho = (x: (a, x) = O> is the supporting hyperplane of O+C 
such that D=H,nO+C. 
The linear functional e(x) = ( a, x) attains its maximum m, on C’ as a 
nonempty compact convex set C”. Let H, = (x: (a, x) = m,> be the 
associated hyperplane. C” c H, . The functional d(x) = (d, x) attains a 
maximum m, on C” in at least one extreme point of C”, call it x0. We 
define H,=(x: (d,x)=m,} and note that H,=x,,+H,. 
We claim x0 E ext C’. If not, then we have x0 = ix, + (1 - 1) x2, where 
xi, x2 E C’ and 1 E (0, 1). Neither x, nor x2 are in int H:, so that both are 
in H,- = {x: (a, x) Sm,}. By choice of x,,, we have X~E H,. This implies 
that both xi and x2 are in C” by definition of C”. This contradicts the fact 
that x0 E ext C”. 
We now show x0 is a terminal extreme point of C by showing x0 + D is 
an extreme ray of C. If x0 + D is not an extreme ray of C, then for some 
p=x,+~~d,~~O,wehavey=~y,+(l-~)y,,wherey,,y,~C,~~(O,l) 
and y,, y2 are each not in x0 + D. Since y E int H: , we can assume 
y, , y, E int HT. Also y $ C’, for we know 
(4 Y> = (4 x0 + ~4 
= (4 x0> + Aa, 4 
= (a, x,)+O=m, 
and so if y E C’ we then have y E C”. But this would contradict the choice 
of x0 as a point in C”, where d(x) = (d, x) attains its maximum on C”. 
This is because we would have 
4(y)= <d,x,+W 
= (4 xc,> + pL(d, d) 
> (4 xo > = &d. 
Since we have y 4 C’ and C’ is closed, we may assume y, and y, 4 C’. 
We thus represent y, = x, + d, and y, = x2 + d2, where x1, x2 E C’ and 
d, , d2 are nonzero vectors in 0 + C. We showed (a, y ) = m 1 above, so we 
know y E H,. We next show that y,, y, E H,. 
Because y E H, , we cannot have y, E H, while y, $ H, nor can we have 
y, E H, while y, 4 H,. If both y, and y, are not in H,, yet y is, we must 
have one of them in int H:, while the other is in int H; We show this 
leads to a contradiction and conclude y,, y, E H, . 
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FIGURE 1 
Suppose y , = (x , + d, ) E int HT. First of all, d, = pd for some fl> 0 is 
impossible since otherwise, we would have 
which contradicts xi E C’. Thus d$ D. Now x, E C’ implies xi E H, and if 
we have y, E int H: , we conclude (a, d,) 20. But this contradicts 
(a,d*)<Oforall d*#OinO+Cwithd*#D, which holds since D wasan 
exposed ray of 0 + C. 
We are preparing to conclude (in contradiction) that x,, $ ext C. We are 
working with y, y, , and yz in Hi. By the above argument, we must have 
d, = A, d and Liz= A, d, for some A,, A,>O. Consider xi= y, --Aid, for 
i= 1,2. Because we have shown y,, ,v2 E H, we have 
(X,,a)=(Yi-~;4a) 
=(yira)=m,. 
Thus we have x,, x2 E H, and hence xi, x2 E H, n C’ = C”. 
By definition of H, and selection of x0, we have X,,E H, while 
x,, x2 E H; (see Fig. 1). Each of the rays {xi + crd: ~12 0}, (x2 + /?d: flz 0) 
pierces H,. Identify the respective points as x3 = x1 + u’d and x,, = x2 + B’d. 
Then x,, is a convex combination of x3 and x4, x0 = Ix, + (1 - A) x4, where 
1 is the same multiplier used in writing y as a convex combination of y, 
and y,. 
We have contradicted the fact that x0 E ext C and so have shown that C’ 
compact implies text C # a. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume C’ # C and text C # 0. Then the following con- 
ditions imply C’ is compact: 
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(a) W(text C) compact 
(b) C’gW(text C)+L, for all L=cone{d, -d}, where d is an 
extreme direction of C. 
Proof Suppose C’ is unbounded and let d, # 0 be an element of 0 + C’. 
There must be an extreme direction d, of C such that d, # d, , for otherwise 
C has but one extreme direction d,. But then, by Theorem 2.2, we have 
C = W(ext C u rext C) 
=W(ext Cud,) 
=C’+ {,ld,:l~~O} 
~C’+O+C’GC’ 
and so C= C’, contradicting our hypothesis. 
Letting L = cone { d,, -d2}, we have C’ g E(text C) + L because C’ has 
the direction of recession d, , distinct from either d2 or -d,, which are the 
only directions of recession of m(text C) + L because W(text C) is com- 
pact. 
In the case that C’ has interior, we are able to prove the converse of 
Theorem 3.2. The proof is given after a preliminary result which allows us 
to identify a nonterminal extreme point. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let d be an extreme direction of C and v be an extreme 
point. Assume C’ is compact with interior. If v is a nonterminal extreme point 
of C, then the set {v + Ad: ,I 10) n C’ contains a point of the form v + &d, 
1” > 0. 
Proof. In R’ the proof is vacuous. In R2 (see Fig. 2), let u be a terminal 
extreme point associated with d. 
Let Q=u+cone{d, -d,}, where d,=u-v, and let D=co({u,v})+ 
{Ad:A~O}.ThenDcQ, and C has extreme points other than u and v since 
C’ has interior. Let W= (ext C) - (u, v}. Then for all w  E W, w $ D is clear 
since w  is an extreme point of C and D E C. We now show that at least one 
w* E W has w* E int(Q - D) as in Fig. 2. 
No we Wis in (1) since u+ {Ad:120} is an extreme ray of C. No w  is 
in (2), (3), or (4) because u~ext C. No w  is in (6), (7), or (8) because 
v~ext C. If every w  E W is in (5), then VE text C which contradicts our 
hypothesis. We conclude that at least one w* occurs in the open region (9) 
above. Forming the segment [w*, u] E C’, it is clear that v + (Id: ,I 2 0) 
must intersect this segment. v 4 [w*, u] because v E ext C. Thus, 
{v+2d:ALO} ’ t m ersects C’ in a point other than v, as desired. 
Let n > 1 and assume the theorem is true in all dimensions less than n. If 
(v + Ad: 12 0) meets int C’, the result is proved. Otherwise, the relatively 
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(1) 
FIGURE 2 
open convex set {u + Ad: 1> 0} must be contained in the relative interior 
of a unique unbounded face F of C (see [3, Theorem 18.21) where 
dim F< n. Also, dim F> 1 since u is a nonterminal extreme point of C. u is 
a nonterminal extreme point of F because an extreme ray of F is an 
extreme ray of C. 
We have u in the relative boundary of F and {u + Ad: I> 0 > is actually in 
the relative interior of co(ext F) + {Ad: 12 0). Let E = d(u, W(text F)) > 0. 
Then (u + (42) d) E ri F and also belongs to W(ext I;). Thus W(ext F) has 
interior relative to F. By the induction hypothesis, u + {Ad: i 2 0} meets 
W(ext F) G C’ for some A > 0, completing the proof. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.1, it is unfor- 
tunately not true that u a terminal extreme point implies {u + Id: 2 2 0} n 
C’ = {u} for all extreme directions d of C. See Fig. 3 below. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume C’ has interior. Then C’ compact implies 
(a) E5(text) # 0 and compact and 
(b) C’ G EG(text C) + L, for all fines L = cone { d, -d}, where d is 
some extreme direction gf C. 
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Proof By Theorem 3.1 text C # @ and hence W(text C) # 0. Because 
Z!(text C) is a closed subset of C’, it is compact. 
Let d be an extreme direction of C. Consider the set U of all unit vectors 
a such that a I d. For each such a, form the linear function $, = (x, a). 
For each a, maximize II/, over C’ and obtain a collection of supporting 
hyperplanes {H,: a I A}. Let x* E n H; , which is a cylinder containing 
C’. If we can show (x + L) n W( text C) # 0, then we will know C’ G H; E 
W(text C) + L as desired. We prove the nonempty intersection claim by 
showing (x* + L) r\ C’ # @ and that one of the points in this intersection 
must actually be in E5(text C). 
There is no loss of generality in assuming x* $ C and that x* E H; = 
{x: (x, d)s6}, where b=min,... (x, d). This is because C is line-free 
and C’ is compact. We work with the ray T= {x* + Ad: 120) and first 
show Tn C’ # /zl (see Fig. 4). 
Suppose Tn C’ = 0. If so, we have a compact convex set C’ with 
interior, and a ray T that fails to intersect C’. Consider the set of all vectors 
{arlisf2 such that ai I d and llaill exactly equals the perpendicular distance 
from a point xi on T to a boundary point 6, of C’. Select an uj with 
minimum norm from this set and note that for some m E R, the hyperplane 
H, = {x: (x, a,) = m} supports C’ at b,. This hyperplane may also be 
represented as 
H,= {x: (x, -a,) = -m} 
or as 
H, = {x: (x, a’) =m’j, 
8 d 
I-- 
al 
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where 
We have x* g H,, implying x* 4 H, which contradicts the choice of x*. 
Since Tn C’ # 121, we know by compactness of C’ that there must be a 
point y E T such that y E C’ while {y + id: A> 0} n C’ = 0. We prove 
y~W(text C). By Corollary 1.1.1, C’ compact implies C’ = co(ext C’). 
Since we know ext C= ext C’, we have y expressible as a convex com- 
bination of points in ext C (not just a limit of such points). We claim each 
of the extreme points in the representation of y is in text C. 
Suppose we have y = Cf= 0 &z,, where li > 0, Cl= 0 l; = 1, and zi E ext C 
for all i. Suppose some zi, say zO, is not in text C. By Lemma 3.1, 
{zo+Bd$LO} ’ t in ersects C’ in a point zb = z0 + j?,d, PO > 0. Consider the 
following point in C’: 
k 
y’ = ;loz; + 1 liZi. 
t=l 
We can write 
y’ = Ao(Zo + pod) + i lZiZi 
i= 1 
k 
=&/$,d+ 1 A,zi 
i=o 
=y+&&d LOP, > 0. 
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But now we have constructed a point y’ E {y + Ad: I> 0} n C’, con- 
tradicting the choice of y. We conclude the y E E5(text C) as desired. 
DEFINITION. An affine set in R” is a set of the form x + L where x E R” 
and L G R” is a subspace. The affine hull of a set S, denoted aff(S), is the 
smallest affine set containing S. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. Let C’ he compact. Zf C’ has interior and W(text C) 
does not have interior, then C’ is obtained from C by cutting C with the 
hyperplane H = aff(text C). That is, C’ = HP n C. 
Proof: Let fi = W(text C), which is compact. fi must have dimensions 
at least n - 1. Otherwise choose L associated with any extreme ray of C 
(one exists by hypothesis) and consider I? + L, a set of dimension less than 
n. By Theorem 3.3, we would have C’ c I?+ L, contradicting the 
hypothesis that C’ has interior. Since we are assuming H does not have 
interior, we conclude dim Z? = n - 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Contrary to two-dimensional intuition, it is possible 
for C’ to have interior and yet: (1) W(text C) has interior and 
(2) text C = ext C. Both of these were illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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